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Microsoft Windows Azure Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	The Windows Azure Platform is Microsoft's Platform-as-a-Service environment for hosting services and data in the cloud. It provides developers with on-demand compute, storage, and service connectivity capabilities that facilitate the hosting of highly-scalable services in Windows Azure datacenters across the globe.


	This...
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SAP HANA CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Your all-inclusive guide to understanding SAP HANA with practical recipes


	Overview

	
		Understand the architecture of SAP HANA, effectively transforming your business with the modeler and in-memory computing engine
	
		Learn about Business Intelligence, Analytics, and Predictive analytics on top of...
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Collagenases (Molecular Biology Intelligence Unit)R.G. Landes, 1999

	Collagenases are an important subfamily of matrix metalloproteinases utilizing native collagens as a substrate. This book reviews a current knowledge of the structures and functions of collagenases and the roles they play in development, tumor metastasis, and tissue remodeling during wound healing. This review comes at a time when new...
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Ethical and Legal Issues in Human Resource Development: Evolving Roles and Emerging TrendsPalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		This book explores the role of HRD professionals in ethical and legal decision making in the workplace. While previous books have described the need for ethics in HRD, this book presents ways that HRD scholars and professionals can influence, through collaborative relationships, effective implementation of ethical policies and legal...
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Difficult Women on Television Drama (Routledge Advances in Television Studies)Routledge, 2021

	
		Difficult Women on Television Drama analyses select case studies from international TV dramas to examine the unresolved feminist issues they raise or address: equal labor force participation, the demand for sexual pleasure and freedom, opposition to sexual and domestic violence, and the need for intersectional...
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CCNA: Cisco Certified Network Associate Study Guide (Exam 640-802)Sybex, 2007
Let this in-depth guide prepare you for the latest CCNA exam
Approach the CCNA exam (640-802) with confidence through the detailed preparation you'll receive in this bestselling study guide from leading Cisco networking authority Todd Lammle. This new edition—updated to reflect the very latest changes in the CCNA exam—features...
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Topics in Cryptology -- CT-RSA 2011: The Cryptographers' Track at the RSA Conference 201Springer, 2011

	The RSA conference was initiated in 1991 and is a major international event for cryptography and information security researchers as well as the industry related to these disciplines. It is an annual event that attracts hundreds of vendors and thousands of participants from industry and academia. Since 2001, the RSA conference has included...
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Windows Server 2012 R2 Inside Out Volume 1: Configuration, Storage, & EssentialsMicrosoft Press, 2014

	This supremely organized reference packs hundreds of timesaving solutions, troubleshooting tips, and workarounds for Windows Server 2012 R2 - with a focus on configuration, storage, and essential administrative tasks.


	Coverage includes:

	
		Deployment
	
		Boot configuration
	...
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Streptomyces in Nature and Medicine: The Antibiotic MakersOxford University Press, 2007

	This is an insiders account of 50 years of genetic studies of the soil-inhabiting microbes that produce most of the antibiotics used to treat infections, as well as anti-cancer, anti-parasitic and immunosuppressant drugs. The book begins by describing how these microbes the actinomycetes were discovered in the latter part of the nineteenth...
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CMMI® Assessments: Motivating Positive ChangeAddison Wesley, 2005
Use Assessments to Drive Process Improvements in Software, Systems, Human Resources, and Beyond

Pioneered by the world's leading innovators in software engineering, assessments have evolved into a remarkably powerful tool for process improvement in areas ranging from...
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E-Business Strategy, Sourcing and GovernanceIdea Group Publishing, 2005
E-Business Strategy, Sourcing and Governance is based on the premise that it is difficult, if not impossible, to manage a modern business or public organization without at least some knowledge of the planning, use, control, and benefits of information technology. Managers need to have an understanding of strategy development, including the current...
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The Independence of Credit Rating Agencies: How Business Models and Regulators InteractAcademic Press, 2013

	The Independence of Credit Rating Agencies focuses on the institutional and regulatory dynamics of these agencies, asking whether their business models give them enough independence to make viable judgments without risking their own profitability.


	Few have closely examined the analytical methods of credit rating agencies,...
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